FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CUERVO Y SOBRINOS OFFICIAL SPONSOR OF MODENA CENTO ORE 2016
Historiador Pequeños Segundos
A passion for speed and thrills
For the first time, Cuervo y Sobrinos will be the official sponsor of the “Modena Cento Ore
Classic”, Edition 2016. The race will take place from 7 to 11th of June on a “Coast to Coast”
route, which starts from Rimini and passing through Florence, will reach Forte dei Marmi and
ends in Piazza Grande, in Modena.
In tribute to Marzio Villa’s passion for timed- and high-speed auto races, Cuervo y Sobrinos
has created an Historiador Pequeños Segundos, a special watch dedicated to the winners of
the race.
The Historiador collection is the Cuervo y Sobrinos best seller collection and the Historiador
Pequeños Segundos the latest collection launched in Basel 2016, in the Colors of Havana. For
the Modena Cento Ore, Cuervo y Sobrinos has prepared a special edition only for top
drivers. The dial is personalized with the “Modena Cento Ore” logo in red to underline the
passion for speed and thrills.
The Historiador Pequeños Segundos (small seconds) is a classic and timeless watch; an
elegant timepiece to satisfy a refined, demanding public seeking luxury products that endure
and withstand ever-changing current fashions.
Inspired from an original CyS design of the 50s, this model has a vintage touch underlined by
the case diameter of 40 mm, by the double curved sapphire crystal (in the past those were in
acrilic hesalite crystals), the graphic design of the dial and the classic small seconds at 6 o’
clock and date at 3 o’clock .
The timepiece is available only in a Special Edition, in ivory color dial with “Modena Cento
Ore” logo in red, indices and CyS logo applied. The collection is available on sale, in the
master collection.
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HISTORIADOR PEQUENOS SEGUNDOS
SPECIAL EDITION
Reference

3191.1IMCO

Movement

CYS 5157
SW 260-1, 11 1/2'''
Automatic
Ø 25.60 mm
Height: 5.60 mm
Power reserve: 38 hours
31 jewels
Frequency 28'800
Rotor finishing with fan decoration and "CyS" engraving

Functions

Hours, minutes small second at 6h , date at 3h

Case

Stainless steel
Ø 40.00 mm
Height 11.15 mm
Double curved sapphire crystal typical from the 50s
Water resistant to 3 ATM
Screwed see through case back with decoration

Dial

White mat color , index applied with rhodium treatment, 11 Superluminova
point at the hours, rivet logo at 12h
"Modena Cento Ore" logo on the dial

Hands

Hours, minutes with Superluminova, small second. Round shape , rhodium
treatment . Designed by CyS

Strap

Louisiana alligator strap

Buckle

Stainless steel folding buckle
Engraved CyS emblem
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